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KEY INFORMATION
who: Alise Kirtley (Lyrics & Music, Vocals, Piano, Guitar)
label: Self-released
genre: Indie, Piano Pop, Electronic, Folk-Rock
from: London, UK
for fans of: David Bowie, Kate Bush, Muse, Bjork, Arcade Fire

BIOGRAPHY
Alise Kirtley’s musical journey began at the age of six. A classically trained pianist and 
composer, she has written pieces for solo piano, choir and ensembles that have been 
performed across the UK, Europe and America. 

While working in the wilds of Utah as a white water river guide and helping to 
produce the Moab Music Festival, Alise’s love of music and the natural world began to 
coalesce. From now on her back country hikes would always include manuscript and 
pencil! The singer-songwriter was born.

On her return to London, she formed her band and began recording as The Bearing.

With BSc degrees in Music Composition and Physics, and an MSc in Sustainability, her 
thought-provoking songs invariably reflect her strong social conscience and concern 
for the wilderness.

The Big Bang debut EP contains powerful messages and catchy pop hooks in equal 
measure. Alise is not afraid to experiment with complex time signatures and different 
genres, but always remains true to her pop sensibilities. When performing live, The 
Bearing builds upon the density of the studio productions to create a hugely engaging 
and uplifting sonic experience.

Alise says: “Music is my bearing. And for me there is nothing more inspiring and 
therapeutic than hiking in the wilderness. I do believe there is a role for music in 
raising awareness of the threats that face our natural world today: #art_as_positive_
activism”

The Bearing’s next EP is due for release April 2018.

When not writing music, Alise is a Social Entrepreneur devoting her energy to the 
Adult Health & Social Care Sector. 



MUSIC & SOCIAL
Stream or download The Bearing’s Big Bang EP here:

Keep up to date with the latest news from The Bearing HQ here:
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BIG BANG EP
Big Bang
A soaring piano ballad with spine-tingling harmonies. Inspired by a section of a paper 
Alise read when studying a Masters in Sustainability – entitled ‘Long Fuse, Big Bang’ – 
this was written the night after Donald Trump was elected and addresses her sense of 
hopelessness.

Patagonia
Written on a hike to Cerro Castillo in Patagonia (Argentina). It’s lyrics and tone 
are designed to reflect the beauty of the landscape and keeps listeners on their toes 
throughout with quirky time signature changes and electronic beats.

You Never Know
An old fashioned tale of love and heartbreak, this laid-back, infectious pop song tells 
the story of a relationship played out against the backdrop of London in winter.

The Reason
A positive, folk-infused piece, ‘The Reason’ is Alise’s post-break up pick-me-up. 
Written in early autumn, it’s uplifting lyrics describe the feeling of a beginning a new 
chapter inspired by the hustle and bustle of Greenwich and the Isle of Dogs.

Farewell to Kings
This powerful, guitar-led piece was born on the banks of Loch Fyne in Scotland. This 
song’s lyrics draw comparisons between medieval practices of sending peasants’ 
burning bodies out onto the loch, with the fear of the ‘other’ that has brought about 
the political upheaval of recent years. The title references two of Alise’s political idols, 
Martin Luther King and Barack Obama. The line ‘injustice anywhere threatens justice 
everywhere’ is said to be King’s.
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